Call to join the advanced realty education in the Metaverse project, a collaboration with the Reichman University innovation center

Dear Faculty and Students

We, Prof. Dan Shechtman (Nobel laurate), Prof. Zipi Shechtman (Prof. of psychology and education), Itai Hermann (the chaser) and Aviv Wasserman a teacher and social entrepreneur are happy and excited to invite you join us in the project

Our goal is examine how to create online metaverse education programs based on 3 principals:

1. Education for co-habitation, acceptance of others and different population by learning together.
2. Playful learning – learning while playing for the purpose of creating engagement and excitement with students.
3. Developing 21st century life skills

On September 21st we will initiate the first hybrid education pilot program in Israel, most of the pilot will be experiences within the metaverse using XR dedicated scenes, education games along with real life class and personal sessions. Throughout the program we will follow the guidelines and principles of social-emotional learning in the virtual world as well as in the real classroom.

We invite you! faculty and student who have a practical, entrepreneurship, business, education, technological or psychological (research or clinical) inclination to join us.

Reichman university has engraved with in the value of innovation, together with the RU innovation center we have met selected faculty on campus and we are now ready to invite you to come and take a part in the project from your personal angle, either academic or practical.

Those interested please contact Dr. Jonathan Giron at: Jonathan.giron@idc.ac.il. In you email please provide information on how you see your self-fitting in and contributing to the project.

Sincerely

Prof. Dan shechtman
Prof. Tzipi shechtman
Itai Hermann
Aviv Wasserman